Online Learning Materials for the Japanese Language Training of TITP Technical Intern Trainees

The Organization for Technical Intern Training (OITI) has prepared learning materials for the Japanese language which are available on their website.

The learning materials will be useful for technical intern trainees to learn key Japanese phrases during the pre-entry training, post-entry training, and the technical intern training period proper for the following job categories: “machinery and metal” and “food manufacturing”. The materials are provided in English, Tagalog, and other languages.

The said materials can be accessed through the following website:

https://www.otit.go.jp/kyozai/
Machinery and Metal
https://www.otit.go.jp/kotoba_kikaikinzoku/
https://www.otit.go.jp/kaiwa_kikaikinzoku/
Food manufacturing
https://www.otit.go.jp/kotoba_shokuhinseizo/
https://www.otit.go.jp/kaiwa_shokuhinseizo/
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